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Abstract

In this paper, we describe solutions how pixel-based
visualization techniques can support the decision making
process for investors on the financial market. We especially
focus on explorative interactive techniques where analysts
try to analyze large amounts of financial data for long-term
investments, and show how visualization can effectively
support an investor to gain insight into large amounts of
financial time series data. After presenting methods for
improving the traditional performance/risk computation in
order to take user-specific regions of interest into account,
we present a novel visualization approach that demonstrates
how changes in these regions of interest affect the ranking
of assets in a long-term investment strategy.
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1 Introduction

The financial market with its large amounts of time se-
ries data is an interesting and important domain for in-
vestors as well as for researchers. Although many tech-
niques have been proposed how to gain insight into the
data by using statistical or visualization methods, reliable
knowledge discovery and decision support in this field is
still a challenge and of high demand. Many techniques
have been proposed to analyze or visualize the financial
market as a whole, or single assets in particular, but still
for many typical tasks of analysts the current solutions are
not sufficient. In this paper, we focus on the visual decision
support for long-term investments, and show a pixel-based
paradigm for visual analysis of the long-term behavior of
assets, and how we can use the regions of interest of an in-
vestor to modify the view on the data in order to find the as-
sets that best suit specific long-term investment plans. Af-
terwards, we contribute a novel technique that shows how
a change in the regions of interest affects the ranking of
assets, and which assets ascend and which descent in the
ranking of long-term investments.

2 Related Work

Large time series data in financial markets offer many
possibilities for developing improved visualization tech-
niques in order to get more insight into the market be-
havior. While the potential of using modern visualization
techniques in the financial sector is high, many analysts
or financial newspapers still rely on traditional line charts
which are widely known and easy to understand for making
their decisions. Unfortunately, information visualization
is only slowly entering this domain, but a variety of ap-
proaches has been made in the recent years that have tried
to visualize the financial market, for example with maps
like treemaps [18], Neovisions RiskMaps [13], Smartmoneys
’Map of the Market’ [16] or Self-Organizing Maps [1] [15]
[4]. These techniques offer an adequate overview over the
financial market, but do not allow any detailed analysis
or comparison of single assets, neither analysis of effec-
tively more than one interval of time and therefore can-
not replace traditional line charts. Other applications that
have been commercialized and that visualize financial time
series data are GSphere by Gravity Investments [5], Mar-
ket Topology [11], Portfolio Impact by High Tower Soft-
ware [8], or StockVIS [14]. One project that is continu-
ously improved is TimeSearcher [6], and another known
project is ThemeRiver [7], which are not restricted to ana-
lyzing financial time series data but can be used with any
time series data. One of the most recent approaches for vi-
sualizing financial time series data is based on pixel-based
triangular matrices [9], which allow analysis of the devel-
opment of an asset in overview and detail for one or many
assets. Except the last, none of the other approaches al-
lows the visualization of large amounts of time periods,
and therefore do not provide sufficient information for an
analyst for making reasonable investment decisions. In ad-
dition to that, other visualization techniques do not support
to set a specified region of interest for detailed analysis of
long-term investments while showing the growth rates for
all possible time intervals between time of purchase and
time of sale at the same time.



3 A Pixel-based Visualization Concept for
the Analysis of Long-Term Investments

3.1 Shortcomings of Traditional Measures

Common traditional techniques for statistical financial
data analysis often have the problem that their results are
misleading, and can lead to misinterpretation with costly
consequences. As a simple example, considering the 1-
year, 3-year and 5-year performances of an asset, these
statistical values only reflect the performance of three very
specific time periods, relative to the current date. These
parameters completely skip long periods of time which are
situated in between, and skip 2 years of data where signif-
icant development is left out. We illustrate this problem
in Figure 1 with an example of a technology fund during
the ’dot-com crisis’, with the three time periods depicted
above the chart and April 2002 on the right border as the
reference date for the time of sale. In the example shown
in Figure 1, neither the 1-year nor the 3-year nor the 5-
year holding periods reflect the high potential of the fund
in the year 2000, or the risk of the loss afterwards. If a
second example is taken, and September 2001 happens to
be the reference date for the 1-, 3- and 5-year performance,
the three performance values would be completely differ-
ent. Minimal changes in the holding period or a slightly
different time of sale may cause the statistical parameters
of volatile assets to change significantly by coincidentally
hitting local peaks or lows.

These observations show that the three most widely used
performance measures (1-, 3- and 5-year performance) in
financial analysis represent just three single points from a
large set of performance measures, and may provide inad-
equate and unreliable information about the characteristics
of an asset which makes them inappropriate for making
important investment decisions.

3.2 The Performance Matrix Approach

One of the main interests for financial investments is
the long-term performance of an asset. To overcome the
mentioned problems which result from the lack of com-
pleteness by relying on only 3 out of many thousand pos-
sible time intervals, we proposed a pixel-based visualiza-
tion paradigm named Performance Matrix [19]. This two-
dimensional rectangular approach, as shown in Figure 2,
allows simultaneous comparison of 4500 combinations of
time of sale and holding period in one space efficient pixel-
based view, forming a Matrix PM with 90 degree angles
and giving a much deeper, more reliable and easier to inter-
pret insight into the long-term characteristics of an asset. In

Figure 1: Inadequacies of standard performance ratios. Price
chart illustrating a technology fund during the ‘dot-com’ crisis.
The financial ratios for 5-year, 3-year and 1-year performance do
not represent the characteristics of the asset because the peak in
the year 2000 is completely situated between the time intervals.
Shifting the reference point slightly backwards the ratios return
completely different values although most of the chart is identical.

order to better illustrate this principle, the statistical mea-
sures PM(2005, 1y),PM(2005, 3y) and PM(2005, 5y)
for 1, 3 and 5 year performance are denoted in Figure 2.
The performance for each combination of holding period
and time of sale can be described as a metric PMA(s, h):

PMA(s, h) =
V A(s)

V A(s− h)
s, s− h ∈ T

where s is the time of sale, s− h is the time of purchase of
an asset A taken from the set of all possible points of time
T , and h is the holding period. Each pixel is colored cor-
responding to the growth rate of the asset for this time in-
terval. We use the color map in Figure 3 for colorizing the
values. Therefore, the problem of having incomplete sta-
tistical values that do not describe the characteristics of an
asset sufficiently can easily be solved with a space-efficient
visualization technique.

Two examples can be seen in Figure 4. While the bond
with its continuous moderate growth rate is a stable and
risk-free long-term investment for all possible holding pe-
riods, the technology fund has been a good long-term in-
vestment until the year 2000, but even to the year 2002
if the asset has be bought before 1998. The short-term
volatility of the asset can be recognized by the quickly
changing red and green pixels directly along the x-axis.
This way, each asset generates its own fingerprint that we
can use to visually analyze the long-term behavior of each
asset and to gain insight into its characteristics.



Figure 2: This figure shows the rectangular Performance Ma-
trix model for analyzing characteristics of long-term investments.
The x-axis represents all times of sale and the y-axis represents
all holding periods. If an asset has been a good 3- or 5-year long-
term investment can be analyzed by the corresponding horizontal
line. The point ”a” for example denotes the 3-year-performance
of an asset with a time of sale in January 2000.

Figure 3: Our colormap visualizes the performance of an asset
with a linear spectrum from red (loss) to yellow (neutral perfor-
mance) to green (profit).

4 Modeling of Individual Preferences

As statistical 1-year, 3-year and 5-year performance val-
ues only depict single points, an analyst is more often in-
terested in also having visual emphasis on the whole region
surrounding a point of interest. When analyzing regions of
interest in the performance of an asset, the analyst is typi-
cally interested in how an asset has performed for different
holding times for a fixed time of sale (most often for the
current time as the time of sale), or how an asset has per-
formed over time for a fixed holding time. In order to set
a focus on the regions of interest, our application allows
to model these user preferences with two relevance func-
tions that can be easily modified using a GUI with multiple
sliders (see Figure 5). In order to set a focus on a region
of interest, the investor can modify the relevance function
RSale to emphasize a region on the x-axis for an arbitrary
time of sale, and RHolding to emphasize a region on the

Figure 4: Two example assets show how the lack of incomplete
statistical values can be compensated by a pixel-based visualiza-
tion technique. The bond with its continuous growth is a good
investment in the long term for almost all holding times as most
of the matrix is green, while the technology fund clearly reveals
the problems of this asset in the last five years.

y-axis for a specific holding time.

Figure 5: The Weight Matrix (WM ) shows the weights of all
combinations of time of sale and holding period, using Gauss
functions to model the relevance on each axis for the time of sale
and the holding period. To emphasize recent price movements the
peak of the Gauss function on the x-axis focuses on the current
date, the peak on the y-axis on a holding period of 3 years.

As the final step, the Weight Matrix WM(s, h) is ap-
plied on the Performance Matrix PMA

a (s, h) to get a re-
alistic impression of the performance of an asset with fo-
cus on the investors region(s) of interest. The values of
the Weight Matrix WM(s, h) are used to modify satura-
tion and brightness of the color values implied by the Per-
formance Matrix PMA

a (s, h), intensifying the regions of
interest and fading out in the non-interesting areas. As ex-
ample of how we can emphasize special regions of interest
for long term investments, we apply the weight function for
the four scenarios in Figure 6 on the Performance Matrix
in Figure 4(b), and get the result shown in Figure 7.



Figure 6: In the first scenario the analyst does not focus on any certain investment periods or times of sale. The second scenario shows a
typical private investor being mainly interested in a holding period of 3 years and being more interested in the recent development of an
asset. The third scenario focuses on the dot.com phenomenon while the fourth scenario focuses on the short term behavior.

Figure 7: Visualization of four analysis scenarios using the weighting functions on our Performance Matrices in Figure 4(a) and (b). The
spotlight effect on the region of interest creates a personalized representation of the bond fund (DWS Eurenta Fond) and the technology
fund (DWS Technologie Fond). This instantly reveals which fund is a good investment for which particular investment time.



Figure 8: Four scenarios for visualization of long-term investments using distortion. The areas of interest of the investor are enlarged,
whereas regions with minor interest shrink, therefore the map is proportionally partitioned according to the interest of an investor.

Figure 9: If the four scenarios from figure 8 are applied on our two Performance Matrices in Figure 4(a) and (b), the images support the
decision making process by offering an optimized view on ones individual regions of interest. It can be identified that the bond with its
solid long-term characteristics still has its risk in the short-time volatility, or the technology fund offers some risky but highly interesting
short-time investment opportunities.



Instead of reflecting the importance value by a modifica-
tion of the color, an alternative approach distorts the space
that is used for the representation. Important regions of
interest get larger areas, whereas unimportant investments
get smaller areas. Therefore, the area of the Performance
Matrix is partitioned proportional to regions of interest (see
figures 8 and 9). This technique allows to use more display
space for the important information.

Figure 10: In this image, the interactive tool for setting the dis-
tortion according to the investors´ region of interest focuses on the
recent development with the main focus on 3 year investments.

5 Visual Performance/Risks Analysis

5.1 Enhanced Performance/Risks Scalars

A well known traditional statistical method for the eval-
uation of assets is the calculation of the risk (volatility) and
performance. These two scalar values can be determined
for each asset individually, and are usually computed with-
out taking the investors regions of interest into account.
In order to improve these scalars, instead of weighting all
values identically, we developed enhanced risk and perfor-
mance scalars that also take the regions of interest into ac-
count. Once these values have been computed and take
the weight matrix into account, it is possible to directly
compare assets one to each other with respect to these two
scalar variables. Typically, an investor who has the choice
between two assets, will take the asset which offers the
higher performance with less or identical risk. So when
comparing different assets and their scalars one to each
other, five possible combinations can occur. Regarding the
risk scalar (R) and the performance scalar (P ) the relation-
ship (rel) between two assets A and B can be

• reldom: ((PA > PB) ∧ (RA ≤ RB)) ∨
((PA ≥ PB) ∧ (RA < RB)) → A dominates B
(superiority)

• relisDom: ((PA < PB) ∧ (RA ≥ RB)) ∨
((PA ≤ PB) ∧ (RA > RB)) → A dominated by B

(inferiority)

• relhigher: (PA > PB)∧(RA > RB) →A has more
performance and more risk than B (no superiority or
inferiority)

• rellower: (PA < PB) ∧ (RA < RB) → A has less
performance and less risk than B (no superiority or
inferiority)

• relequal: (PA = PB) ∧ (RA = RB) → Equality

A typical task by financial analysts is to find assets that
are not dominated by any other asset. These assets have in
common that no other asset with a higher performance ex-
ists which has less or equal risk. The left diagram of Figure
12 shows the so called efficient assets using the investors’
preferences from scenario 2. The right diagram displays
the relationship of these 16 assets to all other assets. An
advantage of this analysis is that assets on the efficiency
curve are positioned with respect to the investors’ regions
of interest. The Performance Matrix icons allow a full vi-
sual analysis of the corresponding assets in one view.

5.2 Comparative Analysis of Multiple Preferences

In this section, we present a new decision support vi-
sualization which displays the relationships of all assets
while still allowing in-depth analysis of a single asset.
Regarding the five possibilities in the previous section, we
can not only determine how attractive an asset is compared
to another asset, but can also further analyze the changes
that occur when the investor focuses on a different region
of interest and changes the weight matrix. For identifying
interesting investment objects, the analyst can filter for ef-
ficient assets and compare the changes between different
preferences. The idea of this analysis is to identify assets
that benefit and assets that lose by changing the scenario
(see Figure 6). If several investors use the first scenario
and another investor is interested in the second analysis
scenario the assets that benefit from this change can be in-
teresting investment objects whereas the losers will not be
of interest. Figure 11 describes how changes of the rela-
tionships are treated. Winners and losers are determined
by summing up all change values per asset. The maxi-
mum value corresponds to the top gainer and the minimum
value to the top loser asset. Figure 13 shows two scenar-
ios and the resulting relationship of the assets. Integrating
the migration matrix from Figure 11 the differences can be
pointed out and the losers and gainers can be identified in
order to support the analyst in finding potentially interest-
ing investment objects.



Figure 13: Analyzing winners and losers resulting from a change from scenario one to scenario two. The compare matrices display the
relationships of all assets for the scenarios one and two. With the integration of the migration matrix the change matrix can be constructed.
The change matrix and the compare matrices highlight the top three gainer and looser assets. The lower part of the figure displays the
Performance Matrices of these assets for both scenarios. The winners profit because the weights of short term behavior and early times
of sale are reduced. In these areas the winners show a sidewards movements. The losers suffer from reducing these weights as they made
high profits in the corresponding areas and high losses in the areas that are of interest regarding the second scenario.

6 Future Work

This research will be continued in several directions.
First, a usability study has to be conducted which quanti-
tatively determines the benefits of the proposed techniques

and which determines further improvement possibilities re-
garding colormaps and interaction techniques. Due to the
fact that this is a special visualization technique developed
to support financial experts, the candidates for the usabil-
ity study must also be taken from this group. Furthermore,
representative assets can be determined based on visual



Figure 11: The migration matrix shows colors and change val-
ues that are assigned resulting from a change of the scenario. For
example, if asset i is superior to asset j in the first scenario and
i is inferior to j in the second scenario then a change value of -2
and the red color is assigned. Summing up all change values per
asset enables to determine the gainers and losers of the change.

similarity measures. The work could further be extended
by pre-computing performance and risk scalars to speed up
the application.

Conclusion

Our methods show how modern visualization techniques
can effectively extend the knowledge discovery and deci-
sion making process in financial markets for analysts and
investors, with valuable insights that usually cannot be eas-
ily derived with any other traditional or existing visualiza-
tion method. The Performance Matrix, a pixel-based visu-
alization technique, features a structure that focuses on the
analysis of assets with respect to multiple holding periods
and times of sale. Integrating the individual preferences
of an investor, personalized fingerprint visualizations can
be created that visually reflect the regions of interest by
putting emphasis on these regions using a spotlight effect
or enlarging these regions using distortion, and improved
performance and risk scalars can be computed according
to these weights. This concept leads to fast decision sup-
port while still offering a detailed insight into the selected
assets for all time intervals. Filtering for efficient assets by
using efficiency curves and analyzing the changes between
two scenarios with different individual user preferences al-
lows identification of interesting investment objects and
improves insight into the large amounts of data in the fi-
nancial domain.
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Figure 12: a) Efficient assets regarding the second scenario with
a selection of the 16 efficient assets. By emphasizing the regions
of interest in the icons, the investor has an instant overview on
the past development of these assets. The displayed Performance
Matrices provide a detailed view of the risk distribution for each
asset (increasingly red regions from left to right). b) The right
diagram shows the relationship of the 16 efficient assets to a set
of 392 other assets in the DB. The efficient assets are ordered by
increasing risk values from the bottom to the top. Efficient assets
with low risk often have the relationship rellower indicated by the
brighter grey whereas efficient assets with higher risk often have
the relhigher relationship indicated by darker grey.
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